“bardhic A
KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS I W fl
GOOD ALL’ROUND
BLUEGRASS THAT
MEETS OUR TOUGH
STANDARDS HERE
AT THE DETROIT
GOLF CLUB.”

CLEM WOLFROM, GOLF COURSE SUPERINTENDENT

“This is an old established course and the members have come to expect a lot here. Because Poa annua is such a problem here in the Midwest, there’s lots of need for overseeding and re-establishing areas. For instance over here where we’re putting in a berm between the two fairways, we’re using a Baron blend. Baron germinates very quickly and on slopes like this that’s important. Then once it’s up, Baron is a very aggressive bluegrass and this is what we need.

“You’ll notice this course has just about an equal number of shady and sunny areas. That’s another area where Baron has been such a help. I don’t have to select specific varieties because Baron tolerates either. And it always keeps a good color, yet seems to require less fertilizer. All these features are so important when you’re maintaining a 36-hole course like this.

“I can remember when I first learned about Baron. Disease resistance was one of its strong points. Now here in Detroit there are lots of problems with leaf spot. And it’s true, Baron just isn’t as susceptible to this as some of the other bluegrasses.

“The members here are as proud of our club as I am. Baron helps us keep our image.”